
  
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
FOR:  City of Novi Zoning Board of Appeals           ZONING BOARD APPEALS DATE: November 20, 2018 
 
REGARDING:  22556 Montebello Ct, Parcel #50-22-27-453-037 (PZ18-0046) 
BY:   Larry Butler, Deputy Director Community Development 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Applicant 
Scott Pernia 
 
Variance Type 
Dimensional Variance 
 
Property Characteristics 
Zoning District:   Single Family Residential 
Location:   West of Novi Road and North of Nine Mile Road 
Parcel #:    50-22-27-453-037 
 
Request 
The applicant is requesting a variance from the City of Novi Code of Ordinance Section 4.19.1.E.i. to 
allow an additional 635 square feet for a proposed 1411 square foot accessary building (attached 
garage) with 611 square feet of attic storage space, 850 square feet allowed by code. This property is 
zoned Single Family Residential (R-3). 
 
 
 
 
Lot size is significantly larger than a typical R-3.  Existing lot is 29,000 square feet. No previous 
variances. 
 
 
 
The Zoning Board of Appeals may take one of the following actions: 
 

1. I move that we grant the variance in Case No. PZ18-0046, sought by 
__________________________________________________________________________, for 
_________________________________________________ because Petitioner has shown practical 
difficulty requiring _____________________________________________________. 
 

(a) Without the variance  Petitioner will be unreasonably prevented or limited with respect 
to use of the property because________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________. 
 

(b) The property is unique because_______________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________. 
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(c) Petitioner did not create the condition because__________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________. 
 

(d) The relief granted will not unreasonably interfere with adjacent or surrounding 
properties because_________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________. 
 

(e) The relief if consistent with the spirit and intent of the ordinance because 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________. 
 

(f) The variance granted is subject to: 
 

1. ________________________________________________________________. 

2. ________________________________________________________________. 

3. ________________________________________________________________. 

4. ________________________________________________________________. 

 
2. I move that we deny the variance in Case No. PZ18-0046, sought by 

_____________________________________________________________________________, 
for_________________________________________________ because Petitioner has not shown 
practical difficulty requiring ______________________________________________________________. 

 
(a) The circumstances and features of the property 

including_____________________________________________ are not unique because they 
exist generally throughout the City. 

 
(b) The circumstances and features of the property relating to the variance request are 

self-created because_____________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________. 

 
(c) The failure to grant relief will result in mere inconvenience or inability to attain higher 

economic or financial return based on Petitioners statements that 
__________________________________. 

 
(d) The variance would result in interference with the adjacent and surrounding properties 

by______________________________________. 
 

(e) Granting the variance would be inconsistent with the spirit and intent of the ordinance  
to______________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________.  

 
Should you have any further questions with regards to the matter please feel free to contact me at 
(248) 347-0417. 
 
Larry Butler 
Deputy Director Community Development  
City of Novi 
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The Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA) will review the application package and determine if 
the proposed Dimensional Variance meets the required standards for approval. In the 
space below, and on additional paper if necessary, explain how the proposed project 
meets each of the following standards. (Increased costs associated with complying with 
the Zoning Ordinance will not be considered a basis for granting a Dimensional 
Variance.) 
 

Standard #1.  Circumstances or Physical Conditions. 
Explain the circumstances or physical conditions that apply to the property that do not 
apply generally to other properties in the same zoning district or in the general vicinity. 
Circumstances or physical conditions may include: 
 

a. Shape of Lot. Exceptional narrowness, shallowness or shape of a specific property 
in existence on the effective date of the Zoning Ordinance or amendment. 
Describe below: 

 
 
 
 
 

OR 
 

b. Environmental Conditions. Exceptional topographic or environmental conditions or 
other extraordinary situations on the land, building or structure. Describe below: 

 
 
 
 
 

OR 
 

c. Abutting Property. The use or development of the property immediately adjacent 
to the subject property would prohibit the literal enforcement of the requirements 
of the Zoning Ordinance or would involve significant practical difficulties. Describe 
below: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

REVIEW STANDARDS  
DIMENSIONAL VARIANCE 

 

Community Development Department 
45175 Ten Mile Road 
Novi, MI 48375 
(248) 347-0415 Phone 
(248) 735-5600 Facsimile 
www.cityofnovi.org 

Lot is significantly larger than is typical for the R-3 district; it exceeds the minimum size requirement of the R-1 district
where an accessory structure larger than the proposed size (i.e. up to 1,500 s.f.) would be permitted.

Significant (~30 ft.) slope/ elevation change exists between the northeast and the south/ southwest areas of the parcel.
Large protected woodland trees are located on the eastern and southern areas of the parcel. The parcel abuts the Miller
Creek watercourse and surface water runoff from the lot drains directly into it.

N/A
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Standard #2. Not Self-Created. 
Describe the immediate practical difficulty causing the need for the Dimensional 
Variance, that the need for the requested variance is not the result of actions of the 
property owner or previous property owners (i.e., is not self-created). 
 
 
 
 

 
Standard #3. Strict Compliance. 
Explain how the Dimensional Variance in strict compliance with regulations governing 
area, setback, frontage, height, bulk, density or other dimensional requirements will 
unreasonably prevent the property owner from using the property for a permitted 
purpose, or will render conformity with those regulations unnecessarily burdensome.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Standard #4. Minimum Variance Necessary. 
Explain how the Dimensional Variance requested is the minimum variance necessary to 
do substantial justice to the applicant as well as to other property owners in the district. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Standard #5. Adverse Impact on Surrounding Area. 
Explain how the Dimensional Variance will not cause  an adverse impact on surrounding 
property, property values, or the use and enjoyment of property in the neighborhood or 
zoning district.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The lot’s extreme slope/ elevation change, large trees, and adjacent watercourse are natural occurrences that restrict the options
for site development. They constrain the possibilities for home and garage orientation, structure depth, and the grade/ elevation
changes between the basement, garage, and main level floors.

• Prevent development of barrier-free home access with reasonable enclosed vehicle parking accommodations; the single-story
design, elevator, garage entry access ramp, and garage circulation space are all design elements required accessibility.
• Bound the maximum usable size of the garage to 2-½ cars which is significantly undersized for the scale of the proposed home
and for a garage compatible with the new construction market for this type of home.
• Result in a higher risk of property damage or personal injury due to debris or ice/ snow falling from large woodland trees
overhanging the driveway than is typical in the R-3 district.
• Increase environmental risk from accidental vehicle spills migrating to Miller Creek.

Less of a variance would prevent the development of barrier-free access with adequate accommodation for modern vehicles,
increase risk of injury due to falling debris, raise the risk of accidental environmental impact associated with storing vehicles on the
driveway, and result in a garage that is not in scale with the home.

To minimize the variance, the depth of the north half of the garage is reduced to minimize garage size instead of maintaining the
depth of the south half of the garage throughout the entire space. The main level, garage, and basement grades are adjusted to
minimize the main level/ garage floor elevation change and garage floor area required for barrier-free access.

The garage is fully integrated with the home design to be compatible with the setting and surrounding homes. The attached
side-entry layout and partially recessing the garage structure into the home blends the boundary of the garage and home with the
design intent of making it impossible to discern the garage footprint from the exterior. Increasing the value of this home by
addressing the practical difficulties of the property with a design that blends in with the topography should have a positive impact
on the value of surrounding homes.

The Home Owner’s Association/ Architectural Control Committee confirms that the proposed home is compatible with the
community and supports the variance request.



Montebello Estates 
Homeowners Association 

45380 West 10 Mile Rd #135 
Novi, MI 48375 

 
August 27, 2018 
 
Re: ZBA Variance Request Approval for 22556 Montebello Ct 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
The Montebello Estates Homeowners’ Association is pleased to confirm that the 3,536 sq. ft. main level 
residence, designed by McCotter Architecture and Design, with issue/ revision noted as “ZBA submit 
8/24/18” is architecturally aligned with the plan for the Montebello Estates community and is compatible 
with the size and design of neighboring homes.  The Montebello Estates Homeowners’ Association 
confirms that the owner, Scott Pernia, has permission to pursue the accessory structure size variance 
noted on the plans.  Montebello Estates Homeowners’ Association reserves the right to re-review final 
construction drawings subsequent to the results of the City of Novi variance process for final 
architectural approval. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Claudio Rossi 
President 
 
 



Michael Wylie 
43775 Nine Mile Rd. 
Northville, MI 48167 
 
26 August 2018 
 
City of Novi Zoning Board of Appeals  
45175 Ten Mile Rd 
Novi, MI 48375 
 
RE: Support for Dimensional Variance Request at 22556 Montebello Court 
 
To City of Novi Zoning Board of Appeals: 
 
I reside directly across from 22556 Montebello Ct. at 43775 Nine Mile Rd.  Along with my 
residence, I own two adjacent vacant parcels which are also situated directly across Nine Mile 
Rd. from 22556 Montebello Ct. 
 
As a now frequent user of the public pathway which runs through Montebello Estates along Nine 
Mile Rd. and Thornton Creek, I appreciate that the City of Novi worked to improve community 
access to this area without disturbing the natural setting immediately along Nine Mile Rd. 
 
I reviewed Mr. Pernia’s home plan and variance request.  I fully appreciate the hardships faced 
with respect to the severe topography and trees on the lot as well as a need for barrier-free 
home access.  I also appreciate his proactive stewardship of the Miller and Thornton Creek 
watercourses.  I was happy to see a home design that addresses the unique challenges of the 
property in a visually appealing manner with no visual cues of an accessory structure variance 
being required. 
 
As both the home and driveway are unique in terms of their high visibility from Miller Creek and 
the public pathway along Nine Mile Rd. and Thornton Creek, I see the minimization of exterior 
clutter (vehicle or other) as a particularly significant added benefit of Mr. Pernia’s proposal.  
Keeping the Nine Mile Rd. corridor and the park area in Montebello Estates free of clutter 
accentuates the area’s unique rural feel which has a positive impact on home values. 
 
The structure proposed by Mr. Pernia is significantly less noticeable and offers more positive 
benefit to the community than those resulting from approved dimensional variances of similar 
magnitudes in the area.  I strongly support this variance request, and I look forward to its 
approval from the City of Novi Zoning Board of Appeals. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Michael Wylie 
(734) 646-2528 































 




